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Abstract: Althoughthe mitigation approaches towards securing the mobile adhoc networks against malicious
nodes have been explored widely in recent years but there is a dearth of solutions that can prove effective in
addressing the behavior of malicious nodes within a network. As a result, visualizing the malicious nodes
effectively through various simulation techniques is considered to be the most challenging issue. Owing to the
fact that malicious nodes do not employ any such approaches that are probable to be detected, they show
confusing behavior which makes it nearly impossible to distinguish them as malicious or regular nodes. The
proposed study highlights the ability of game theory for enhancing the multi-attacker collusion approach to
represent the unpredictable behavior of nodes in cooperating, reporting, declining or attacking other nodes to
achieve effective modelling of the range of mobile nodes in a mobile adhoc network.
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INTRODUCTION employs game theory. In the preliminary study phase,

For availing the numerous advantages provided by researchers with the aim to preserve power factor in large-
infrastructure-less communication systems, mobile adhoc scale distributed systems [3-5]. Furthermore, the previous
networks (MANETs) have become the main site of works were found to underplay the probability of a range
attraction in the current networking and communication of attack method strategies against the susceptible node
age [1, 2]. Enhancing routing security in MANETs has conditions; hence, this study tries to fill that trade-off by
been studied extensively for the past 10 years. Owing to taking into consideration collusion-based attack scenario
its  dynamic  topology,  difficulty  in  choosing  a  suitable together with the malicious node behavior based
routing protocol, unwarranted energy consumption and uncertainty.
authorization devoid of certificates, secure routing in Of all the disadvantages of MANETs, the issues of
MANETs   poses   a   big  challenge.  Numerous  previous ongoing node mobility and decentralization are the most
approaches have employed protocols such as barter critical and challenging since these expend unwanted
economy, virtual currency, reputation systems, etc. for power coupled with the decision to choose suitable
understanding the underlying reasons of node routing protocol. This superfluous power drainage
misbehavior in MANETs. In case of a large scale mobile together with the limited channel capacity causes certain
adhoc network and its inherent random topology, the collections of nodes to decline forwarding requests from
most challenging task is to identify mobile nodes as their neighbouring nodes owing to resource constraints.
selfish, malicious or regular. Therefore, the main factor These nodes are actually referred to as erroneous nodes
governing the proposed study is the visualization of [6] that arise because of technical reasons like problems
approaches employed by various nodes in the simulation in hardware/software or power. The presence of these
model. In order to represent the range of strategies nodes can be exploited by malicious nodes that always
adopted by large-scale MANET communication systems have some detrimental intentions such that they paralyze
with a mathematical model of decision-making, this study the MANET  system  operationally.  On the  other  hand,

game theory was discovered to be adopted by several
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there is another type of node present in a mobile adhoc summarization of cumulative findings have been
network that mimics the erroneous node behavior known discussed in Section 6.
as selfish node [7].

The features possessed by selfish nodes aim at RELATED WORK
gaining the benefits of network opportunistically at the
expense of other nodes’ resources.Selfish nodes do not When considering networking point of view, each
participate in forwarding packets and they are assumed to intermediate node in a MANET is assumed to forward
act logically in order to take advantage of the network data packets to the neighbouring nodes in such a way
resources. Therefore, the existence of selfish nodes in a that it reaches the destination due to its mobility. As
network is detrimental as malicious nodes can easily mimic defined by RFCs [8], this feature of mobile adhoc network
the same behavior and this is the concerning issue among has been observed to be common in most of the routing
security aspects. Furthermore, due to the absence of protocols. Nevertheless, this has been observed to
node-to-node verification based on integrated digital malfunction at times owing to scarce resources which led
certificates in MANETs, identification of nodes as regular, to the emergence of selfish nodes [9, 10]. It is the inherent
malicious or selfish becomes an impractical task. characteristic of selfish nodes to opportunistically attain

When other regular nodes in the network begin the the network benefits at the expense of other nodes’
process of route discovery, false information can be very resources. These do not participate in forwarding packets
easily furnished by malicious nodes and they may even and are assumed to behave in a rational manner by
take part in forwarding packets from node to node in the gaining network resources opportunistically. Prior works
initial stages. As a result, malicious node acts deceitfully [11, 12] reveal that several attempts have been made by
in order to gain the belief and trust system of the mobile researchers to ensure that selfish nodes do not exist in a
adhoc network and thereby looks for the best possible network and in case they exist, several incentive
opportunity to launch a brutal attack on it. Notably, the techniques are used for amending the routing protocols
attack intensity increases with the trust gained by the to ensure data packet forwarding.Though, these
malicious node thus causing potential damage to the techniques have proven to be successful in the
MANET system resources. This phenomenon leads to formulation of tactics to manage selfish nodes in MANET
one of the gravest issues i.e. identifying the node environment, but they could not realize the ultimate
behavior of a range of nodes in MANETs. Consequently, routing policies successfully for maximizing QoS
such attacks can be mitigated or averted by employing throughput. Moreover, some credit-based approaches
cryptography or other techniques but they fail to help in mentioned in the literature such as batter economy and
case the malicious nodes change their attacking strategy. virtual currency, have also been observed to stimulate
As a result, detection of a malicious node or working on node cooperation [13, 14]. However, these approaches
intrusion detection shall widen the scope of study thus have failed to distinguish between malicious and selfish
failing to bring about optimal results on MANET security node behavior.
when considered on a large scale. The present study, Mobile adhoc networks being wireless in nature, are
therefore, opts for the simulation of decisions employed susceptible and vulnerable to a wide range of attacks that
by the wide variety of nodes with the help of game theory are worsened further due to its open architecture [15].
which shall provide an improved statistical probability of Among the well-known strategies used for securing
the stages of equilibrium. MANETs in the past, as observed in the literature review,

The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 deals is the deployment of secure routing protocols [16, 17].
with the review of security solutions which have been However, the significant demerit even in those routing
formulated for thwarting the node misbehavior in protocols is the large computational overhead which has
MANETs. Section 3 provides a description of the model an adverse impact on the MANET communication system
that has been proposed using game theory, giving a efficiency [16]. One of the main goals of malicious node
detailed explanation of multi-attacker collusion, (intruder) in MANETs is the victimization of routing
neighbourhood surveillance, clustering, etc.Further, process, thus affecting the whole communication system
Section 4 illustrates the essential algorithms which play an by disobeying the secure policies as specified by routing
important role in implementing the proposed system protocols. This is worsened further by the decentralized
followed by the performance analysis of the same after nature and dynamic topology of MANETs which
incorporating them in an experimental test-bed in Section welcomes most of the attacks in such a susceptible
5. Lastly, the contribution of the paper and the wireless  environment [18, 19]. In identifying the malicious
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Table 1. Summary of the findings
Author Contribution Result Obtained Limitations
(Suganya and Priya, 2013) [23]. A novel replication allocation scheme  Minimized routing misbehavior  Effect of false positives has not been

 indelay tolerant networks taken into account
 Presence of Malicious Nodes has not

 been taken into account
(Sengathir and Designed a security add-on forMulticast  Effective detection of  Malicious nodes modeled as fragile
Manoharan, 2013) [12]. Adhoc On DemandDistance Vector misbehavingnodes Not suitable for application on other

protocol  No distinction between Malicious routing protocols
 and Selfish nodes

(Kumar et al., 2011) [24]. Developed a new techniquefor detection  Higher Packet delivery ratiowith Focused on the detection of
of misbehavior by a the add-on for the DSRrouting misbehaving links rather than
2 hopacknowledgement Scheme misbehaving nodes.

 System works pretty good Result obtained on a single Routing
evenwhen the number of Protocol - DSR
misbehaving nodes is comparable Effective when dense MANETenvironment

is considered else may result in
networkpartitioning.

(Rachedi et al., 2010) [13]. Applied Reverse game theory Prolonged cluster lifetime. Validation with regard to security has
oncluster model for simulating Large number of clusters not been done.
cooperation andminimization in cluster size. Malicious behaviour has not been discussed

(Wang and Wu, 2012) [14]. Presented global punishment based Enhanced nodeforwarding probability Focused on the process of node
repeatedgamemodel for simulating forwarding rather thandetecting or
nodecooperation analyzing malicious behaviour

Not applicable for collusion attacks, Sybil
attack and newcomer attack

(Li et al. 2010) [26]. Proposed a game theoreticapproachfor PBE strategy formulated Selfish nodes have not been considered
analyzing the strategyprofiles for Performs better than pure as well in the regularnode camp 
malicious and regular nodes as mixedstrategies Collusion among malicious nodes has

not been taken into account
(Anil and Venugopal, 2011) Created a Virtual Able to identify the abnormal Collusion among malicious nodes
[27]. Competitionscenarioto analyze the behaviour of mobilenodes has not been taken into account

behaviourof Malicious Nodes

nodes within a mobile adhoc network, one of the gravest Thus, it can be construed that the behavior of
issues is the extremely difficult task to determine the malicious nodes in MANETs is very challenging to be
attacking strategy due to the absence of sufficient examined owing to the complexity of attack strategies and
security system in the policies of MANETs and the the inherent properties of MANETs which accentuate the
current correlation between malicious and selfish node whole susceptible situation. The previous work related to
behaviour. The secondary issue in identifying the the mitigation of node misbehavior in MANETs has been
malicious activities in MANETs is the lack of network tabulated in Table 1 [25].
surveillance due to absence of a centralized system
particularly in large scale environments [19]. The attacks PROPOSED SYSTEM
on routing protocols that are commonly used such as
Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) routing The proposed work is an enhanced mathematical
and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing model of strategic decision-making which can be used for
have been explored in [20-22]. The main discrepancy modelling the behavior of malicious as well as regular
found in all those studies mentioned  above  is the nodes in a MANET and is inspired by the works of [26,
success of intruder node to block forwarding of packets 27]. The study conducted by the authors is empirical in
of regular nodes at any cost thus gaining an advantage at nature and the outcome has been evaluated on the basis
the expense of other regular nodes. The researches of single attacker nodes.
performed on intrusion [20-22] reveal the capabilities of Though multiple malicious nodes have been
malicious nodes to intrude regular nodes, capture data, introduced by the authors in the simulation study but
disrupt or corrupt routes thus compromising the whole their existence in the MANET system cannot be
MANET system on a large scale. This fact is daunting considered as a confirmation of the occurrence of multiple
especially when MANETs are employed in real time for attack (i.e. coordination among attacker nodes while
some particular commercial applications. attacking) events. Thus, the complexity can be believed to
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be raised in the presence of multiple attacker nodes MANET environment taken into consideration.
coordinating among themselves synchronously in the To conduct a study on decision making among the
network.Consequently, the proposed study mainly nodes by formulating assessment parameters which
investigates the issues inherent in mobile adhoc networks lead to the process of deporting or attack on various
which pose a significant security threat since they impair clusters thereby updating the MANET after receiving
the traditional characteristic features of the identification report from regular nodes and deporting of the
of malicious node behavior. The literature review attacker node from the assailed cluster. 
conducted in this field shows the development of an To analyze the performance of the proposed work
intrusion detection system or model or the application of (i.e. multi-attacker collusion) by comparing it against
complex cryptography for the identification of malicious [27] single attacker taking into account factors like
nodes in MANETs. Nonetheless, this survey (works of utility, uncertainty and belief.
[2, 24, 28, 29]in particular) reveals that those techniques
are complex computationally which therefore leads to Despite the voluminous work done with regard to
inept results to ensure better security in mobile adhoc security of routing protocols in MANETs, contrast results
networks. Furthermore, the usage of game theory has also are provided by the proposed system in comparison to
been found to contribute largely in recent years owing to prior works by taking into consideration probabilistic
its computational efficiency and its probabilistic approach approach for the identification of the malicious node
accuracy. Thus, the proposed study accentuates the routing behavior. The most important criterion employed
usage of probability theory and game theory by taking in the proposed study is the analysis and distinction
into consideration multi-attacker collusion as an between the behaviors of regular or malicious node. The
improvement which has the ability to represent the framework proposed shall disintegrate the MANET
unpredictable behavior of nodes such as node environment into several logical regions for the
declination, node reporting, node cooperation or node distribution of mobile nodes by initiating Perfect Bayesian
attacks by modelling the different mobile nodes Equilibrium (PBE) model i.e. a virtual and interactive
strategically. The framework proposed has also taken into competition between malicious and regular node.
account the change in patterns with regard to the index of Virtual competition implies  the  inferences  of  the
stage game (multi-stage) as well as the average utility role  played  by  individual  actions  of malicious or
measured when the proposed schema is benchmarked regular nodes. In order to realize this virtual competition
[26]. The main goal of the proposed study is the in the proposed system, the outcome of each
performance of a statistical analysis  thereby  designing communication is scrutinized by  the  mobile  nodes. In
a  mathematical  schema  illustrating  the   contravention the experimentation, a trust factor is designed by every
of the malicious nodes in cooperating with other  nodes mobile node towards every other node neighbouring it
in a large scale MANET. For achieving this goal, the followed by updating of the trust information according
following objectives have to be met by the proposed to the actions of the neighbours with the evolution of
work: virtual competition. The threats from conflicting nodes

To take into account large scale MANET that depend wholly on the current trust level govern the
environment in order to perform the simulation study optimal outcome for malicious as well as regular nodes.
of the behavior of nodes, classifying them as regular The regular nodes configure reputation threshold in order
or malicious by cluster formation on n- number. to decide the level of trust and its respective threshold.
To employ game theory for formulating a While malicious node shall estimate riskas well, that is
mathematical model of strategic decision making in computed based on the feasibility of regular nodes to
order to evaluate the strategies adopted by malicious decide whether updating of nodes should be done under
as well as regular nodes and thus designing the game that situation.
specification. On the basis of the expected decamping cost and
To perform an assessment of the complexity threat intensity, malicious nodes assess the decamping of
associated with malicious node behavior by carrying nodes to other logical regions. The proposed framework
out the simulation of multi-attacker collusion in has the following main contributions:
several stages of the game and then formulating the Formulating the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium model
state of belief that reveals when a node decides to by taking into account coordination and collusion
decline or cooperate or launch an attack in the between attacker nodes,
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Fig. 1: Process Flow of the Research by analyzing the mobile adhoc network when the

Projecting decision rules to update regular nodes and is deployed.
escape malicious nodes The proposed system incorporates a multi-collusion
Security of the profiles of equilibrium strategy for based attacker model in which attacker nodes cooperate
trust as well as expected payoff based parties, with each other in order to conduct attacks. Collusion is
exposing the association among the superlative defined as the compliance among two or more than two
response, gain and cost of the node for every parties, that is not legitimate and thus secretive, limiting
individual policy. open competition by misleading, defrauding, deceiving or

The chief goal of the proposed framework shall be the gaining an advantage unfairly or defrauding [30].
understanding of decamping condition where malicious Taking into account the design aspect, the proposed
nodes decamp to other logical regions since malicious framework does not have explicit information about the
node behavior is programmed such that they remove the different type of nodes in the network, which implies that
routing history of the prior logical region as soon as they the attack behavior is not completely under the control of
try to decamp to some other logical region. the user; the user simply creates them and then

The process flow diagram for the proposed system is disseminates the malicious nodes within the simulation
given in Fig. 1. The past research works in this domain area. On the other hand, interestingly, it seems more
[12] have failed to take into account the feasibility that discerning to understand the working of collusion attacks
diverse threat frequencies may be chosen by an intruder but the concerning fact is to determine if it can be used to
towards diverse adversaries but the proposed study takes target substantial collateral damage to the network.
into consideration more sophisticated and smart malicious Therefore, an innovation has been proposed in the
nodes thus causing the competition between malicious attacker module for supportingdamage to network at a
and regular nodes to be more realistic. The framework higher  level  by  bringing in auto-coordination among the

proposed has classified the malicious/regular nodes by
making use of a multi-phase strategy i.e. virtual
competition for finding the optimal scheme of malicious
and regular nodes to compute general decision-making
process. The regular node is assisted by the neighbouring
surveillance strategy for receiving feedback from the
adjacent neighbouring nodes at that time and also
computing the adequacy and trust of proof towards
conflicting nodes based on the number of attacks on
routing and the identified cooperation. A threshold
schema is incorporated in the proposed system for
choosing the rating of nodes in the logical region as
malicious or not. If the node is not rated as malicious, then
regular node opts to provide probability support based on
the level of trust. Other than this, malicious nodes
estimate the risk to get caught in their present locations;
therefore they follow their protocol for deciding whether
or not they should decamp to some other logical
region.The malicious node decides to attack if the node
does not decamp to some other region. The most
significant issue in such a decision process is to work out
deciding rules for regular as well as malicious nodes
consequent with the event profiles given away by the
probability of cooperation by regular nodes or probability
of attack by the malicious node. Moreover, the system
identifies the events and best possible decision protocols

framework desiring to attain Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

obtaining some goal that is not allowed by law usually by
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Fig. 2: Example Scenario of malicious node coordination

attacker nodes existing within simulation area. The most
well-known issues to be taken into account in this context The performance analysis of the proposed system
are: has been carried out by comparing it with the strategies

A malicious node may also suffer from scarcity of employed in previous works [27] in simulation runtime.
resources which may lead them to behave in a selfish Though different kinds of event simulators are available
manner. Under such circumstances, malicious nodes such as OPNet, NS2, OMNet++, but the proposed
will not be able to communicate with each other. So, framework has been designed on Matlab. The discreet
what should be done to form dedicated event simulators are useful when routing protocols and
communication channel between malicious mobile security challenges are evaluated for fixed parameters
nodes and how would that help them. (such as mobility, size of keys, etc.). But the requirement
Another significant issue revolves around how of the proposed system is different. A tool is required
should the segregationof regular and malicious such that better simulation can be performed  taking into
nodes be done? account various case studies (multi-stage games) and

The main goal of utilizing attacker module is the simulator where the main aim is accomplishing animated
introduction of additional security challenges for the simulation, the proposed system looks forward to the
evaluation of protocols. Taking into account example implementation of  probabilistic model and checking the
depicted in Fig. 2, the malicious node located at cluster outcome of several strategies. It is noteworthy that it is
position CP has got scarce time to coordinate after the quite challenging to develop strategies in the highly1

initiation of attack and before the process of decamping. unpredictable and dynamic environment of mobile adhoc
Next important concern is the presence of same belief network in discreet event simulators  since customization
between two different set of nodes which should never in scripting is very less but there are no such restrictions
imply that both the nodes are regular. It is among the chief in Matlab. Programming in Matlab can produce effective
characteristic properties of regular nodes to cooperate outcomes if design is considered for the range of
always, with respect to communication as a result of susceptible MANET scenarios.  Therefore,   the
which the level of belief increases. On the other hand, proposed  framework  has been simulated and designed in
malicious nodes cooperate only with the aim to breach the Matlab visualizing MANET environment as explained
regular nodes’ belief system. Therefore, temporal analysis above together with the extraction of empirical values
of the simulation has been performed by the system for from every phase of the simulation study which can
extracting 3 important parameters viz. belief, uncertainty support the researcher potentially for investigating the
and probability of malicious node. malicious node behavior.

The difference  between  malicious  and  regular
nodes can thus be highlighted by evaluating the above- The below-given assumptions have been made in the
mentioned terms. Thus, establishing a dedicated proposed study for carrying out the objectives discussed:
communication channel among malicious nodes is highly The presence of free space propagation model
feasible, in case the above three parameters are computed Malicious nodes avoid initiating attack in the
by the parallel task. When we refer to Fig. 2(a), it can be preliminary node cooperation stages so that they do
observed that the malicious node located at cluster not get caught

position CP  can very likely establish communication with1

the neighbouring attacker nodes CP , CP , CP . In the2 6 7

same way, any node can then extend to its respective
neighbouring attacker node after establishing
communication. This process shall continue but the
cluster ID is also stored so that C  redundancy can beinfo

avoided among them. Concisely, this means that the
communication channel, on the whole, encapsulating
every single one attacker node with no reputation, shall
be compromised as shown in Fig. 2(b).

IMPLEMENTATION

then evaluating the results. Unlike discreet event
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Error probability is assumed to be less in any 2. If
observation owing to the highly challenging 3. A malicious node MN  is interested in
computational scenario of the framework proposed. forwarding within T
Another assumption is that verification occurs in 4. Then
every cluster where the node individuality is limited 5. MN looks for the possible cluster position CP  so
by some physical properties which cannot be thatCP can carry the compromised event
duplicated or modified when the node is present information C  to
within its cluster’s transmission range. 6. If cluster position CP  is closer to the destination
Being modeled using game theory, every node (or D than CP
player) is allowed to access portion of confidential 7. Then
information (for showing the attack event), this may 8. MN  forwards the C  to MN
affect the game progress (since the proposed system 9. Else
considers multi-stage game). 10. MN  continues to wait for other malicious node
Every node type is assumed to choose its action and which is interested in forwarding C .
formulate its strategy on the basis of its confidential 11. End
information and belief system. 12. Else
Since the multi-stage game is taken into 13. When there is no malicious node which is
consideration in the proposed system, thus it is interested in forwarding the C  at position P1,
assumed that the time factor is divided into slots, MN1 has to drop the bundle packet, since the
with each slot exhibiting the present progress of the next-hop route is not immediately available 
game stage. 14. End

The proposed system considers a huge variety of
intrusion policies in dynamically generated MANETs in Algorithm-2: Design of Random Mobility Model.
Matlab platform. Regular nodes are assumed to monitor
their neighbors for following their respective neighboring Objective: The objective of this algorithm is the
transmitted messages. A simulation framework of 1600 x estimation of all mobility relatedattributes and also
1600 m  has been designed with about 240 randomly allocation of new locations for the mobility of the nodes2

located mobile nodes having a transmission range of from theirprevious position.
about 300 m. The whole simulation area has been
designed with several logical regions (clusters). A random Input: Current positional coordinates for a node,estimated
waypoint mobility model has been designed with any pair velocity pertaining to node movement Simulation area
of nodes in a common cluster beingreferred to as length and breadth, random waiting time.
neighbouring nodes. During auto-coordination among the
malicious nodes for forwarding packets, they follow the Output: The program estimates all the attributes
below given algorithm: pertainingto the mobility of nodes within Simulation Area.

Algorithm-1: Co-ordination among malicious nodes Steps:

Objective: The main goal is the creation of a dedicated 2. Induct current coordinates for the node i.e. x
stabilized link between the attacker node considered and and y .
its proximal attacker nodes. 3. Formalize Velocity, Sim  and Sim .

Input: Location of cluster being compromised, time (T ), 5. Apply Relative Euclidean distance formula. h

nodeparameters, neighbor nodes. 6. Compute primary arbitrary node location

Output: A stabilized link among multi-attacker nodes 7. Compute secondary arbitrary node location

Steps: 8. Compute new location of x  coordinate (x ).
1. Start 9. Compute new location of y  coordinate (y ).

2

h

1 2

2

info

2

1

1 info 2

1

info

info

15. End

1. Start
old

old

length width

4. Design a function for calculating attributes. 

(Ar ).loc1

(Ar ).loc2

old newPos

old newPos
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10. If(x <0 ||x >Sim ) 4. Formalize Uncertainty in the decision (U )newPos newPos length

11. Assign (x -Ar ) to x 5. Design a function for computing the trust old loc1 newPos

12. End 6. Allocate L  (from Algorithm-3) to Trust
13. If(y <0||y >Sim ) 7. Allocate (1-U ) to TrustnewPos newPos width

14. Allocate (y - Ar ) to y 8. Computer ultimate Trust (Trust ) in theold loc2 newPos.

15. End decision by applying formula: Trust =
16. End Trust + Trust .

Algorithm-3: Estimating likelihood of Attacker Node [27].

Objective: The objective is the estimation of the likelihood
of anattacker node in the MANET environment. Objective: The objective is the computation of

Input: Number of detected attacks and Cooperation.

Output: Computation of the likelihood of an attacker
node.

Steps:
1. Start
2. Formalize the quantity of identified successful

communications (Q ).com

3. Formalize the quantity of identified
communication disruptions (Q ).int

4. Design a function for computing likelihood of an
attacker node. 

5. Initialize likelihood that the node is an attacker
node (L ).attack

6. Apply Formula:

7. End

Algorithm-4: Computing attribute of Trust [27].

Objective: The objective is the computation of the
attribute of trust by taking into consideration quantity of
identified communication, uncertainty andintrusion in the
susceptible environment of MANET 

Input: Number of detected cooperation and
declines,degree of uncertainty level.

Output: Computation of attribute of Trust

Steps:
1. Start
2. Formalize quantity of identified communication

(Q )com

3. Formalize quantity of identified intrusion (Q )int

dec

attack vector1

dec vector2

Ultimate

Ultimate

vector1 vector2

9. End

Algorithm-5: Computation of uncertainty of decision [27].

uncertainty in thedecision process of the regular node.

Input: Number of detected cooperation and declines.

Output: The program gives the estimation of uncertainty
inthe decision.

Steps:
1. Start
2. Formalize quantity of identified communication

(Q ).com.

3. Formalize the quantity of identified failures (Q )int

4. Design a function for computing uncertainty. 
5. Estimate Uncertainty in the decision (U ) bydec

formula: U  = 12 x Q  x Q  / {( Q  + Q )2dec com int com int

x(Q  + Q  +1)}. com int

6. End

RESULT AND  DISCUSSION

The results obtained from the experimental test-bed
have been discussed in this section. The proposed
system has been benchmarked with the base research
work conducted in [26, 27]. For performing a comparative
analysis, similar simulation parameters as that in [26] have
been chosen. The results generated have been classified
into two types, first depicting single attack scenario [27]
and the second representing the multi-attacker module
proposed.

The performance analysis conducted in [27] has been
given in Fig. 3 with the proposed framework taking into
consideration (i) regular node utility, (ii) malicious node
utility, (iii) belief and (iv) uncertainty. Visualization of the
outcomes, in this case, does not show much difference in
the two approaches because of the same experimentation
test-bed. In the works of [26, 27], the researchers have
taken into account packet drop attack in 9 clusters and
obtained  the  results mentioned above, which implies that
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Fig. 3: Analysis of Single and Multiple Attacker Modules

the existence of malicious nodes for escaping leads to the
vibrations (close peaks) in the curve (iii) and (iv) for belief
and uncertainty. After escaping to the new destination,
malicious nodes intrude again with a clear history. With
more diversification in the strategy selection of malicious
nodes in later stages, the belief of regular node is
observed to converge. The malicious node becomes more
deceptive when it employs mixed strategy. It is clearly
visible that there is a ladder shape for mixed strategy in
the curve (ii). Nonetheless, the regular node will still be
able to report the malicious node. On application of
Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE), malicious node can
employ fleeing action and thus has a fair chance to avoid
being reported. But it needs to be noted that the attack Fig. 4: Benchmarked Computation of Belief of proposed
module taken into account,in this case, is much system
complicated than that in [26]. The proposed study has
considered multi-attacker collusion where the attack Summing up, it can be deduced that a significantly
dimensionality is  much  more  fatal than  in  [26,  27].  The large number of nodes existing in a large scale MANET
considerably bigger challenge, in this case, is the can be compromised by the current attacker module.
transmission of C  to neigbouring attacker nodes after Therefore, it can be said that the individualinfo

the migration of the attacker node to some new cluster. compromisation result obtained as shown in Fig. 3 has
The neighbouring attacker nodes have the ability to shown the best results when considering a similar
initiate attack in their same previous cluster location. simulation environment.
Fundamentally, no attacker node would be able to Fig. 4 reveals that there is an increase of game index
compromise the whole set of nodes in a cluster, so when belief system of malicious nodes is minimized, on
whenever any neighbouring attacker node is allowed to the evaluation of the proposed system with regard to
attack the cluster again, there is an exponential increase in multi-stage games. Thus, the proposed system computes
the probability of compromisation of the entire set of dominant strategies for accomplishing Perfect Nash
nodes in a given cluster. Equilibrium  besides mitigating the malicious nodes’ belief
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Fig. 5: Benchmarked Computation of Uncertainty of
proposed system The framework presented in this paper has been

Fig. 6: Evaluation of Packet Drop Ratio the employment of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium in order

system. To put it briefly, the probability that a node is (such as payoff, belief, cooperation/attack, uncertainty,
malicious (theta) is reduced thus protecting the etc.) that are evaluated during the simulation process. It
communication system in a large scale mobile adhoc is understood that the results obtained can further lead to
network. research works in this domain for effectively addressing

The formulation of decision making is one of the chief the modelling of malicious node activities in MANETs.
objectives of the proposed study. Therefore, the Nonetheless, it is still believed that the research on
extensibility of decision making policies of any node MANET security is in its infancy which needs more
increase with the decreasing value of uncertainty. As standardized security protocols and evaluation in large
seen in Fig. 5, it is observed that the uncertainty scale systems since they are more vulnerable to attacks in
converges as the index of games increases, thus depicting comparison to other infrastructure-based or wired
the application of optimal mitigation method. networks.

Whenever the security protocols are analyzed, it is
always observed that  packet  delivery  ratio  is  studied ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
for ensuring the impact of higher computation on
communication system. Therefore, in the proposed study, This work was partially supported by Ministry of
it has been decided to take into account the hypothetical Higher Education Malaysia (Kementerian Pendidikan
evaluation of packet delivery ratio for checking if the Tinggi) under Fundamental Research Grant Scheme
computation   of   uncertainty,   belief   and   extraction  of (FRGS) number FRGS 15-254-0495.

dominant strategies to obtain Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium  affects  packet  delivery  ratio since it
involves multi-stage games. Figure 6 establishes the fact
that packet drop ratio increases for the proposed system
in comparison to the single attacker module [27]. Thus, it
has been found out that the proposed study has attained
Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium successfully from security as
well as QoS viewpoint. Hence, countermeasures are very
effective in case of Distributed Denial of Service attack or
black-hole attack in large scale MANETs.

CONCLUSION

conceived as virtual competition that is mapped with
expected strategies so that it can be used for updating by
regular node and attacking by malicious node employing
Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. The simulation results have
shown improved accuracy for capturing malicious nodes,
with respect to their behavior at all stages and their
strategy for decamping to some other logical region. The
proposed study has been able to identify some
computationally challenging task related to the security of
MANETs by employing game theory for the analysis of
behavioral patterns of different kinds of nodes in a
MANET. The proposed system is able to demonstrate the
motivation behind the behavior adopted by the nodes
taking into account malicious as well as regular nodes.
The efficiency of the framework proposed can be owed to

to understand the impact of several empirical parameters
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